
Math 471 INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING Fall 2008Time and Plae: MW 3-3:50pm in DSH 333, 4-5:15pm in ESCP 110Professor: Monika Nitshe, nitshe�math.unm.edu, 277-5039Course Web Site: http://www.math.unm.edu/�nitshe/math471.htmlOÆe Hours: MWF 10-11am, Humanities 465Desription: This is an introdutory ourse on sienti� omputing fundamentals. The topisinluded are: parallel programming, performane evaluation (operation ounts, timing, memoryrequirements, parallel eÆieny and salability), disretization and roundo� errors, and onvergeneand stability of numerial methods (time stepping shemes, �nite di�erene approximations), theDisrete Fourier Transform and, time permitting, fast summation algorithms. These topis will beintrodued using appliations from elestial mehanis, heat transfer and signal proessing.Note: This ourse is available for graduate redit. It is also one of the two ore requirements forthe Graduate Certi�ate in Computational Siene and Engineering.Prerequisite: Vetor alulus, elementary linear algebra and good programming skills in Fortran,C or C++. Some Matlab.Computer Projets: Computer projets to be ompleted in the lab are an integral part of theourse. Eah projet will require a typed report, with an introdution, desription of the problemand solution tehniques, results and a onlusion. Plots should be used whenever possible asopposed to tables of numbers. We will be working on a 16-node Apple luster, \hammer".Course outline:1. ODE's { The N-body problemHistory and equationsEuler and Runge-Kutta methodsConvergene, roundo� error, stability, FLOPSProjet (in C, C++, or Fortran): N-body problem2. Parallel programmingMPI: Message passig interfaePoint-to-point and olletive operationsLateny and bandwidthParallel I/OPerformane evaluationProjet (Parrallel): A simple example. Solve N-body problem in parallel.3. Poisson equationFinite di�erene approximationsDiret solvers: LU (memory requirements, sparseness)Iterative solvers: Jaobi, Gauss-Seidel, Conjugate gradientComputer projet: implement iterative methods in parallel4. Disrete Fourier TransformBasis, FFTspetral methods: solving Poisson Equation with periodi BCssolving the Poisson Equation with nonperiod BCsappliations to audio signal proessingProjet: salability of parallel FFT, one appliation5. CFL onditionSalar advetion equation, method of harateristisHeat equation, �nite di�erene approximations, von Neumann stability analysis6. Fast summation algorithm (time permitting)Barnes Hut algorithm and improvements


